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I. Introductory Comments of the Editor
In the Fall 2001 issue, The International Lawyer published a review of legal developments
during the extraordinary changes in the Soviet Union between 1990 and 2000. The arti-
cle was called "Doing Business in the New Russia: The Rebirth of the Russian Nation." It
concluded that "notwithstanding crisis headlines and alarming sound bites, the new Russia
is working... [but] it is now evident that it is not just the collapse of a wall ... or even the
well-intentioned efforts of many erudite Western academicians that create a functioning
market economy based on the rule of law."'
Under the guidance of President Vladimir Putin, the economy has slowly recovered to
provide gains in real fixed capital investments averaging more than 10 percent over the
last five years and an average increase in real personal incomes over 12 percent since the
1998 financial crisis.2 The control of energy resources, with significant exceptions, has
been consolidated in state-owned or controlled legal entities. Federal authorities have
consolidated their leading role in the adoption, interpretation, and execution of laws, de-
crees, and regulations. The eighty-eight subjects of the Russian Federation (provinces,
states, and two metropolitan urban centers) generally implement the laws and edicts of the
federal government.
President Vladimir Putin's new Russia is experiencing an economic boom. GDP
growth in Russia is expected to reach approximately 7 percent in 2006 and to average 6-7
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1. Bruce W. Bean, Doing Business in the New Russia: Rebirth of the Russian Nation, 35 Int'l Law. 961, 996
(2001).
2. Central Intelligence Agency, The World Fact Book (2006), available at https://www.cia.gov/cia/publica-
tions/factbook/geos/rs (last modified Feb. 8, 2007).
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percent from 2007 to 2010.3 The country's overall tax burden has declined from 56 per-
cent of GDP in 1991 to 38 percent in 2006, encouraging both consumer spending and
business investment.4 Only eight years after the financial crisis and default of 1998, the
Russian Central Bank's foreign currency reserves and stabilization fund balances together
amount to $270 billion, the third largest in the world. 5
The total value of mergers and acquisitions in Russia increased from $12.2 billion in
2001 to $59.6 billion in 2005.6 The number of initial public offerings of Russian compa-
nies on international stock exchanges has increased from one in 2003 to a projected thirty
in 2006.7 Trading in Russian securities represented around 69 percent of the total trading
volume on the International Order Book of the London Stock Exchange in January 2006.8
The system of commercial laws that was developed during the 1990s largely conforms
to international norms. The pace of changes to these laws, and adoption of new laws and
regulations, has been less dramatic this decade, but important amendments to the tax,
securities, and corporate laws are still being adopted. Court practice interpreting these
laws remains limited, and their application is not yet routine.
Nevertheless, investing in Russia has become "normal." Negotiating, documenting,
and implementing a transaction in Russia today is similar to the same process in New
York, London, or Hong Kong.9 Investing in certain strategic and politically-sensitive sec-
tors of the economy, such as natural resources and defense-related technologies, remains
challenging, but foreign investment in new industries and middle market companies has
flourished in recent years.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) issued an
Economic Survey of the Russian Federation on November 27, 2006. The survey said that
... the Russian economy continues to grow strongly, buoyed by rising terms of trade,
which in turn, are supporting a boom in domestic consumption .... [The survey]
argues that growth since 1999 has been largely dependent on transitory factors and
that the transition to self-sustaining investment and innovation led growth will re-
quire both continued sound macroeconomic management and a range of structural
reforms aimed at improving framework conditions for business.' 0
3. Troika Dialog Investment Bank, Overview: Strong 2Q'06-Grwth Back on Track, ECONOMIC
MONTHLY, Aug. 3, 2006.
4. Central Bank RF (Nov. 11, 2006).
5. Bureau of European and Eurasian Affairs, Background Note: Russia, U.S. DEP'T STATE, Feb. 2007,
available at http'//www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/3183.htm.
6. ReDeal Group, Mergers and Acquisitions Russia Index, available at http://www.mergers.rul/indices.
html.
7. Renaissance Capital Investment Bank, 2006: A Year of Higb Valuations and Broadening Markets, Outlook
2006: Russian Equity Goes Global 3, Dec. 20, 2005.
8. Financial Laboratory, London Stock Exchange (Dec. 1, 2006), available at www.finlab.co.uk. In July
2006, Rosneft oil company also launched a $10.4 billion IPO on the London Stock Exchange.
9. There are approximately thirty-five offices of U.S., Canadian, and Western law firms in Moscow.
10. 2006 OECD Econ. Survey of the Russian Federation, ch. 1, No. 17 (Nov. 27, 2006). See Arkady
Ostrovsky, Russia's Soaring Corruption "Puts Investors Off," FINANCIAL TIMES, Nov. 29, 2006 (reporting "in-
creasing number of 'unofficial payments' required for licenses and state procurement contracts and increasing
costs to overcome administrative barriers to doing business in Russia"), available at http://www.ft.com/cms/s/
375610a6-7e56-1 ldb-84bb-0000779e2340.html.
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On November 19, 2006, after over twelve years of off and on negotiations, the U.S.
government, through the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, agreed to support the
Russian application to become a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO)."
The protocol requires ratification by the Russian Duma and the U.S. Congress. Presuma-
bly, the U.S. Congress will, at the same time, consider recognition of Russia as having
permanent normal trade relations status (PNTR) with the United States. Subsequently,
negotiation of implementing accords and approval by the 150 members of the WTO will
be required. This process required twenty months before the admission of China to the
WTO.
This review will focus on some of the legal developments in the past five years which
may be of particular interest and relevance to American and Canadian lawyers, business-
men, and legal scholars.
II. Adoption of Part M of the Russian Federation Civil Code
The Civil Code in Russia, as in much of the rest of Europe, constitutes the heart of the
legal system. Parts I and II were briefly described in the 2001 review 12 and, since then,
Part I was adopted and came into force on March 1, 2002. Divided into two sections,
Part III addresses the law of inheritance (Section V) and the conflict of laws (or, using the
continental law system terminology, private international law-Section VI). Section V of
the Code provides two procedures for legal succession previously recognized in the Rus-
sian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (RSFSR) Civil Code of 1964: inheritance by de-
vise and intestate succession.' 3 Whereas the previous Code required a will to be made in a
written form and notarized, Section V of the new Code also provides for closed (confiden-
tial) wills, which the notary may not read until after the testator dies, and for simple
written wills made in extraordinary circumstances, when the testator has no time to follow
the necessary formalities. A person may now devise his property to legal entities and to
the government. ' 4 The number of queues of legal heirs (categories of intestate successors
who may inherit the estate if successors of a higher category are unavailable) has been
increased twice. The new Code also introduced provisions regulating the inheritance of
shares or other rights in companies. 15
Section VI of the Code is a significant step forward in the area of the conflict of laws. 16
A foreign law may be applicable to a right or an obligation if there is a foreign element
present (for example, a foreign persoh making a contract with a Russian national, property
located abroad, or a traffic accident that occurred abroad). 17 The core principle of the
new Russian conflict of laws regulation is the closest connection test, also known in the
English legal system as proper law. If a court or an arbitral tribunal determines that for-
eign law applies, it should apply the foreign law as this law is understood in the country
11. The documents to be negotiated are the Working Party Report and the Protocol of Accession. See
Press Release, Office of U.S. Trade Representative, United States, Russia Sign Bilateral WTO Market Access
Agreement: Negotiations on W~rTO Membership Now Move to the Multilateral Phase (Nov. 19, 2006).
12. See Bean, supra note 1.
13. Grazhdanskii Kodeks RF [GK [Civil Code], arts. 1110-85 (Russ.) [hereinafter GK RF].
14. Id. at art. 1116.
15. Id. at arts. 1176-77.
16. Id. at arts. 1186-1223.
17. Id. at art. 1186(1).
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from which this law originates.18 Foreign law will not apply where that foreign law vio-
lates Russia's public policy or mandatory norms of Russian Federation law.' 9
The "personal law of the physical person" determines whether a person has the capacity
to make contracts and to be liable for torts in Russia. 20 Ordinarily, this is the law of the
person's country of citizenship. However, if a foreign citizen has a habitual residence in
Russia, his personal law will be Russian law too.2 ' A business entity's personal law will be
the law of its place of incorporation.2 2 The parties to a contract involving a foreign ele-
ment may choose any nation's law to govern their obligations and rights under the con-
tract.2 3 If they have not chosen a governing law, however, the law which is most closely
connected with the contract will apply.2 4 The rebuttable presumption is that a contract is
most closely connected with a vendor's (for example, service provider's) law. 25
An obligation arising out of tort will be governed by the law of the country where the
tort was committed. 26 If the tortfeasor has foreseen that the tort would cause harm in
another country that other country's law will apply.27 Product liability may be governed
by the law of the country where the manufacturer or vendor has its principal place of
business, by the law of the country where the purchaser has its principal place of business
or residence, or by the law of the country where the defective goods have been pur-
chased.28 Similarly, liability for defective services may be governed by the law of the
country where the services were rendered, or by the law of the country where the pur-
chaser has its principal place of business or residence. The choice of law may be made by
the injured party.29 However, if the otherwise liable party proves that the goods entered
the purchaser's country, or another country where the goods have been purchased, with-
out the consent of the otherwise liable party, the obligation will be governed only by the
law of the country where this latter party has its principal place of business or its place of
residence. 30 Obligations arising out of unfair competition will be governed by the law of
the country whose market has been impacted by the unfair competition.3 1
Part V of the Code, enacted on December 18, 2006, will take legal effect on January 1,
2008, and will regulate intellectual property issues. In September 2006, the first of three
required readings of that law was made in the State Duma, the lower chamber of the
Russian Parliament.32
18. Id. at art. 1191(1).
19. Id. at arts. 1192(1), 1193.
20. See Id. at art. 1195 ("personal law of the physical person" or "lichnyi zakon fizicheskovo litsa").
21. Id. at arts. 1195(1), (3).
22. Id. at art. 1202(1).
23. Id. at art. 1210(1).
24. Id. at art. 1211(1).
25. Id. at art. 1211(3).
26. Id. at art. 1219(1).
27. Id.
28. Id. at art. 1221(1).
29. Id.
30. Id.
31. Id. at art. 1222.
32. Federal Law on the Enactment of Part IV of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation 2006, No. 289,
art. 1, 231-FZ, Ros. gaz., (Russ.).
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m1. Regulation of the Securities Markets
The Russian securities market is overseen by the Federal Service for Financial Markets
(FSFM), which was created by Presidential Decree No. 314 of March 9, 2004, and re-
placed the Federal Commission for the Securities Market that was established in 1994.3 3
The main functions of the FSFM, which are carried out either directly or through its
authorized territorial agencies, include: the licensing and supervision of professional se-
curities-market participants; the authorization of self-regulatory organizations; the regis-
tration of securities issuances and prospectuses and the approval of standards for them;
and the classification and definition of different types of securities. 34
The principal act of legislation regulating the operation of the Russian securities market
is the federal law "On the Securities Market" (Securities Market Law).35 This law supple-
ments the Civil Code with definitions pertinent to the organized market of securities. 36
The Securities Market Law borrows many features from U.S. and European securities
laws, requiring disclosure by issuers of primary offerings with liability imposed for misrep-
resentation and fraud. The organization of the secondary markets is similar to interna-
tional practice.
Under the Russian Federation Civil Code, a security is defined as a document certifying
certain property rights (i.e., interests) the use of which may be made only upon presenta-
tion of such a document.37 When specifically set forth by law, a security does not need to
have documentary form if the property right certified by the security is recorded in a
special registry (electronic or otherwise). 38 An interest will not be a security unless the
Civil Code or other federal statute recognizes such interest as a security. For example,
Article 143 of the Civil Code recognizes bonds, promissory notes, checks, deposits and
savings certificates, bearer's savings-bank books, bills of lading, joint stock company
shares, and privatization securities as securities. The Securities Market Law also recog-
nizes issuer options as securities. 39 The federal law "On Mortgage (Pledge of Immovable
Property)" recognizes mortgage deeds as securities. 4° The federal law "On Mortgage-
Backed Securities" also recognizes these instruments as securities. 41 This law has been
aimed at encouraging and facilitating the use of mortgage-backed loans in Russia, and
covers mortgage-backed bonds, housing mortgage-backed bonds, and mortgage participa-
tion certificates. Mortgage-backed bonds can only be issued by lending institutions (such
as banks) and mortgage agents (special entities engaged solely in the business of purchas-
33. Decree of the President of the Russian Federation on the System and Structure of Federal Executive
Branch Bodies 2004, No. 314 J 13, Ros. gaz., No. 50 (Russ.).
34. BAKER & McKENZIE, DOING BUSINESS IN RuSSIA (2006), available at http://www.bakernet.com/Baker
Net/Resources/Publications/Recent+Publications/DBRussia06.htm.
35. Federal'nyi Zakon, No. 39-FZ, Ros. gaz., Apr. 22, 1996.
36. The Civil Code recognizes the forms of commercial organization most commonly used by foreign
investors: the Limited Liability Company (LLC) and the Joint Stock Company (JSC). GK RF, arts. 87, 96.
37. See id. at art. 142(1).
38. See id. at art. 142(2).
39. Federal Law on the Securities Market 1996, No. 39-FZ, Ros. gaz., art. 2, No. 79 (last amended Dec.
30, 2006) (Russ.).
40. Federal Law on Mortgage (Pledge of Immovable Property) 1998, No. 102-FZ, Ros. gaz., art. 13(2),
No. 137 (last amended Dec. 18, 2006) (Russ.).
41. Federal Law on Mortgage-Backed Securities 2003, No. 152-FZ, Ros. gaz., No. 234 (last amended July
27, 2006) (Russ.) [hereinafter Mortgage-Backed Securities Law].
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ing mortgage-backed assets). 42 Mortgage participation certificates can only be issued by
entities licensed to manage investment funds, unit investment funds, private pension
funds, and also by lending institutions. 43 However, other interests, such as shares in a
limited liability company (LLC), are not recognized as securities. Although LLC shares
are transferable, the securities laws of Russia do not apply to transactions with LLC
shares.
IV. Privatized Business Enterprises and the Statute of Limitations
Until July 2005, the statute of limitations for claiming a transaction void and demand-
ing restitution was ten years from the date on which the performance of the transaction
commenced.- The ten-year limitation term had its most significant impact on transac-
tions by which most of the now private property was privatized in Russia in the 1990s. In
fact, in a number of cases the government recovered property that had increased in value
over time by claiming violations in the procedure under which the property had been
privatized.
On July 21, 2005, to support and encourage the stability of business, the Civil Code's
limitation period for government recovery of property acquired in void transactions (in-
cluding privatization deals) was reduced to three years, effective on July 25, 2005. 4 5
Interestingly, according to a case recently heard at the Supreme Arbitrazh Court of
Russia,46 the amendment to the Civil Code has not had the sweeping effect that many
businesses hoped it would. The case concerned a Moscow-based realty company that
bought premises from the government in the center of the city in 2001. In 2005, before
the amendment to the Civil Code came into force, a state deputy prosecutor for the City
of Moscow filed a lawsuit to invalidate the buyout agreement, claiming violations of priva-
tization regulations. The court of first instance ruled that the new three-year statute of
limitations barred the lawsuit. The ruling was appealed and eventually made its way to the
Supreme Arbitrazh Court, which held that the reduced limitation period did not extend to
a privatization transaction that had been challenged in court before the amendment to the
Civil Code, which reduced the limitation period, came into force. The Constitutional
Court upheld the Supreme Arbitrazh Court's rationale in a case where the same rule of
law was applicable. 47
V. Federal Registration of Legal Entities
The federal law "On State Registration of Legal Entities" was signed by President Pu-
tin on August 8, 200148 (State Registration Law), and came into effect on July 1, 2002.
42. Id. at art. 7(1).
43. Id. at art. 17(1).
44. GK RF, art. 181(l), pt. I (pre-July 2005 ed.).
45. GK RF, art. 181(1) (Russ.); Federal'nyi Zakon 2005 No.109-FZ.
46. See http://arbc.consultant.rn/doc.asp?ID=3771 [in Russianl (last visited on Sept. 27, 2006).
47. See Determination of the Constitutional Court of The Russian Federation, 2006, No. 349-0, regarding
the Complaint of One Individual Mukhin Alexander Vladimirovich about an Alleged Violation of His Consti-
tutional Rights by Article 2(2) of the Federal Law, One Amendment to Article 181 ofPartl of the Civil Code
of the Russian Federation.
48. Federal'nyi Zakon, No. 129-FZ, No. 153-154, Ros. gaz. Aug., 8, 2001.
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The law introduced a new regime for the registration of legal entities in Russia. In partic-
ular, it transferred the authority for registration of legal entities from the state bodies of
the subjects of the Russian Federation to the Federal Tax Service of the Russian Federa-
tion.49 The State Registration Law also instituted a principle called "one window," per-
mitting a person wishing to create a company to submit all required documents to one
authority; after five days the person will receive a certificate confirming the incorporation
of a company. 50 The State Registration Law equally applies to registration of joint stock
companies (SC) and LLCs, the most widely used corporate forms of legal entities in
Russia.5 1
VI. Forms of Russian Private Commercial Companies
The Russian Joint Stock Company Law (SC Law), adopted in 1995, was authored
principally by a U.S. law professor and incorporates progressive principles of U.S. busi-
ness organizations and corporate governance law.52 The LLC law, which followed several
years later, is very similar. Joint stock companies, LLCs, and branches of foreign compa-
nies are the primary entities through which commercial activity is organized in Russia by
domestic and foreign investors.
The basic attributes of JSCs and LLCs are contained in the Russian Civil Code. The
former are similar to English companies or U.S. corporations and may be either open
(public) or closed (private) companies.
The main distinctions between an open JSC and a closed JSC are that, in the case of the
latter: (i) the number of shareholders may not exceed fifty; and (ii) shareholders have a
pre-emptive right to acquire shares sold by other shareholders to third parties. 53 In gen-
eral, however, open JSCs and closed JSCs are regulated in the same way, and the legisla-
tion is written with large open JSCs in mind rather than small closed JSCs. As a result,
there are a number of regulatory requirements which are applicable even to a JSC with a
single shareholder. Many of these requirements are intended for the protection of minor-
ity shareholders and are irrelevant to closely held companies.
Both closed JSCs and open JSCs issue shares that constitute securities and are therefore
subject to the requirements of Russian securities laws.5 4 An issue of new shares by a JSC
will require preparation and registration of various documents formalizing the issue of
shares, even if the shares are all being placed with a single shareholder.55 An LLC is a less
formal and a more flexible alternative to a JSC, with some characteristics of both a part-
nership and a corporation. In an LLC, all participants have limited liability, just like
shareholders, but their participation interests do not constitute securities and are not sub-
49. Federal Law on State Registration of Legal Entities and Individual Entrepreneurs 2001, No. 129-FZ,
Ros. gaz., art. 2, No. 153-154 (last amended Feb. 5, 2007) (Russ.) [hereinafter State Registration Law]; Reso-
lution of the Government of Russia on Approval of the Regulations of the Federal Tax Service 2004, 1 1, No.
506, Ros. gaz., No. 219 (Russ.).
50. State Registration Law, arts. 8, 11.
51. State Registration Law, arts. 8, 11; GK RF, art. 50, pt. I.
52. Federal'nyi Zakon, No. 208-FZ, Ros. gaz., Dec. 29, 1995 [hereinafter JSC Law].
53. Id. at art. 7(3); No. 248 (last amended Feb. 5, 2007) (Russ.).
54. Federal Law on Securities Market 1996, No. 39-FZ, Ros. gaz., art. 1, No. 79 (last amended Dec. 30,
2006) (Russ.) [hereinafter Securities Market Law].
55. Securities Market Law, art. 20, 27.6 (Russ.).
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ject to Russian securities laws. The Federal Law "On Limited Liability Companies"56
(LLC Law) provides that certain provisions relating to the conduct of general meetings do
not apply to LLCs with a sole participant.57 This, in turn, provides greater flexibility in
the administration of a LLC with a single participant as opposed to a closed JSC with a
single shareholder.
From a practical standpoint, a closed JSC and an LLC are identical in the following
respects: (1) the membership of both types of companies may not exceed fifty persons, and
if it does, a transformation into another corporate form is required within one year from
the date of the relevant increase in membership;58 (2) shareholders (participants) have a
pre-emptive right to acquire shares (participation interests) sold by other shareholders
(participants) to third parties; 59 (3) both types of companies may be created by a single
founder as long as the founder is not a company owned by a single person; 60 (4) both types
of companies may have a two- or three-tiered management structure (a general meeting
and an optional board of directors, as well as an executive body, which may be an individ-
ual, such as a CEO, or an individual and a collegial body, such as a management board);61
(5) the minimum charter capital of both types of companies-either in cash or in kind-
may not be less than 100 times the minimum monthly wage in effect on the date of sub-
mission of documents for the registration (incorporation) of the company; 62 (6) the regis-
tration procedures for both are virtually identical, although in respect of a JSC there exists
an additional requirement to register the issued shares with the FSFM, even if these shares
are not intended for public circulation.63
Closed JSCs are different from LLCs in the following respects. First, it is possible in
the charter of a JSC to limit (1) the number of shares belonging to one shareholder, or (2)
the maximum number of votes granted to one shareholder.64 However, these options do
not detract from the underlying principle of one share-one vote. According to the LLC
Law, on the other hand, it is possible to provide in the charter that the number of votes
that participants have is not in direct proportion to their relative share in the charter
capital.65 These provisions of the LLC Law allow for drafting or amending the charter of
an LLC in such a way as not to restrict a minority participant's voting rights as a result of
its smaller participation interest. Effectively, management control can be separated from
ownership. 66 The same effect can be achieved in a JSC by using preference shares.
Second, a quorum is achieved for both aJSC and an LLC by counting the shareholders/
participants present at the meeting and representing 50 percent plus one of total number
of issued voting shares or interests of participants. 67 However, a supermajority for the
56. Federal'nyi Zakon, No. 14-FZ, 8 Feb. 1998, No. 30, Feb. 17, 1998, Ros. gaz..
57. Federal Law on Limited Liability Companies 1998, No. 14-FZ, Ros. gaz., art. 39, No. 30 (last amended
December 18, 2006) (Russ.) [hereinafter LLC Law].
58. JSC Law, art. 7(3); LLC Law, art. 7(3).
59. JSC Law, art. 7 (3); LLC Law, art. 21 (4).
60. JSC Law, art. 10 (2); LLC Law, art. 7 (2).
61. JSC Law, arts. 47, 64, 69, 70; LLC Law, arts. 32, 40, 41.
62. At present, this amount is approximately $377 U.S. dollars. JSC Law, art. 26; LLC Law, art. 14 (1).
63. Securities Market Law, art. 20, 27.6.
64. JSC Law, art. 11(3).
65. LLC Law, art. 8 (2), 32(1).
66. Id.
67. JSC Law, art. 58; LLC Law, art. 37(8).
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purposes of the JSC Law is 75 percent of the voting shares represented at the shareholders
meeting.68 For the LLC, a supermajority for certain corporate decisions (such as changing
the charter capital of the company and any other matters specified in the charter) is two
thirds (or 66.67 percent) of the total number of votes in the company.6 9 In addition, major
corporate decisions in an LLC, such as amending the founders' agreement and reorganiz-
ing or liquidating the company, must be taken by unanimous vote. 70 There is no
mandatory unanimous voting in JSCs.7" This gives minority LLC participants additional
protection as compared to minority shareholders in closed JSCs.
Third, as a more tightly regulated entity, the closed JSC may provide certain additional
protection for minority shareholders. Because the closed JSC is required to register its
shares with the FSFM, it is subject to more extensive information disclosure requirements
than an LLC, and applicable legislation requires the approval of closed stock subscriptions
by the general meeting of shareholders. 72 These requirements are aimed at the protection
of minority shareholders. In contrast, the regime governing LLCs appears to provide
significantly less protection to minority participants. To ensure that a minority stake is
not diluted, the charter of the company must contain express language giving minority
shareholder rights in addition to those contemplated by the LLC Law.73
Fourth, the LLC Law, unlike the JSC Law, also provides that the LLC's charter may
limit the maximum size of the participation interest of any given participant.74 The char-
ter may also limit the ability to change the ratio of various participation interests in the
LLC. 75 Such limitations may not be established with respect to individual participants in
the LLC, but must apply to all of the participants.76
Fifth, as noted above, shareholders in both closed JSCs and participants in LLCs have
pre-emptive rights to purchase shares sold by other shareholders (or participants, as the
case may be). In addition to pre-emptive rights, the Civil Code and the LLC Law provide
that any LLC participant has a right at any time to exit from the LLC. Consent of the
other participants is not required in such case. 77 The exiting participant is entitled to
receive the value of the portion of the LLC's assets corresponding to its share in the
charter capital of the LLC.78 This, for obvious reasons, could trigger the LLC's bank-
ruptcy. Unlike the LLC Law, the JSC Law provides for no such automatic right to a
share in the capital.
Finally, unlike the JSC Law, the LLC Law contains a provision which allows any par-
ticipant holding at least 10 percent of the aggregate participation interests of the company
to apply through a judicial procedure for the exclusion of another participant that is in
gross violation of its duties, if as a result of such violation the conduct of the LLC's busi-
68. Id. at art. 49(4).
69. LLC Law, art. 37(8).
70. Id.
71. However, art. 20(1) of the JSC Law authorizes a joint stock company to reorganize into a not-for-profit
partnership (nekommercbeskoe partnersvo) only upon a unanimous decision of all shareholders.
72. Securities Market Law, art. 30; JSC Law, art. 39(3).
73. LLC Law, art. 8(2).
74. Id. at art. 14(3).
75. Id.
76. Id.
77. GK RF, art. 94, pt. I; LLC Law, art. 8(1), 26.
78. GK RF, art. 94, pt. 1; LLC Law, art. 8(1), 26.
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ness becomes impossible or substantially more difficult. 79 This right is based on a
mandatory provision of the LLC Law and may not be eliminated either contractually or in
the charter of the LLC.80
In addition to the creation of an LLC or JSC, a foreign company may also establish a
presence in Russia by opening a representative office (RepOffice). Opening a RepOffice
provides a foreign company with the following legal benefits: (1) the ability to obtain visas
for expatriate employees;81 (2) facilitation of automobile registration;8 2 (3) possible exemp-
tion from value added tax on leases of residential and nonresidential premises;8 3 and (4)
facilitation of activities and dealings with Russian government agencies and local busi-
nesses by virtue of the legitimacy afforded to an accredited RepOffice.84
Under Russian law a RepOffice may be opened to represent the interests of a foreign
company and, in particular, to assist the company in collecting economic, commercial,
scientific and technical information, and facilitating commercial and other transactions.85
As a general rule, a RepOffice is not allowed to carry out a full range of commercial
activities. However, many RepOffices in fact do this and in practice this requirement is
not strictly enforced. A RepOffice operates on the basis of by-laws approved by the for-
eign company.8 6 The head of the RepOffice, called the Chief Representative, is appointed
by the company and acts in the interests and on behalf of the company under a power of
attorney.8 7
A RepOffice of the Company is subject to a registration procedure which is called ac-
creditation.88 While a number of government agencies carry out accreditation, the ac-
creditation with the State Registration Chamber (SRC) operating under the Russian
Ministry of Justice, appears to be the most effective. Accreditation with the SRC auto-
79. LLC Law, art. 10.
80. GK RF, art. 422, pt. I; LLC Law, art. 12(2).
81. Resolution of the Ministry of Jusice of the Russian Federation on Approval of the Charter of the
Federal State Enterprise "the State Registration Chamber attached to the Ministry of Justice of the Russian
Federation", 9 10(5) of the Charter, Nov. 16, 2005, No. 220; Bulletin of the Normative Acts of the Federal
Bodies of Executive Power, Jan. 16, 2006, No. 3 (Russ.).
82. Resolution of the Ministry of Internal Affairs on Approval of the Rules for Registration of Motor
Vehicles and Trailers with the State Inspectorate for Traffic Security Attached to the Ministry of Internal
Affairs 2003, 1 of the Rules, No. 59, Ros. gaz., No. 49 (last amended Mar. 26, 2005) (Russ.).
83. Nalogovyi Kodeks RF [NK] (Tax Code], art. 149, pt. 11 (1) (Russ.) [hereinafter NK RF].
84. Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR on Approval of the Regulations for Procedure of
Opening and Activities of Representative Offices of Foreign Firms, Banks and Organizations in the USSR
1989, 19 5, 10 of the Regulations, No. 1074, Svod Zakonov SSSR, vol. 9, at 173 (last amended July 11, 1991)
(Russ.).
85. Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR on Approval of the Regulations for Procedure of
Opening and Activities of Representative Offices of Foreign Firms, Banks and Organizations in the USSR
1989, 3 of the Regulations, No. 1074, Svod Zakonov SSSR, vol. 9, at 173 (last amended July 11, 1991)
(Russ.).
86. By-laws of a RepOffice is one of the documents required by the State Registration Chamber [hereinaf-
ter SRC] for accreditation of a RepOffice in the Russian Federation, http'J/www.palata.ru/cgi-bin/get-page.
cgi?pid=60.
87. GK RF, art. 55(3), pt. I.
88. Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR on Approval of the Regulations for Procedure of
Opening and Activities of Representative Offices of Foreign Firms, Banks and Organizations in the USSR
1989, No. 1074, 9 1 of the Regulations, Svod Zakonov SSSR, vol. 9, p. 173 (last amended July 11, 1991)
(Russ.).
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matically ensures that the company is entered into the Unified State Register of accredited
representative offices of foreign legal entities on the territory of the Russian Federation. s9
VII. Acquisition of Interests in Operating Business Enterprises
As originally adopted, the JSC Law required a party acquiring 30 percent of the voting
shares of a JSC to offer to purchase company shares from all other shareholders at a price
determined by statute. 90 Recently, adopted legislation has extended this legislation. The
Federal Law "On Amendments to the Law On Joint Stock Companies"91 (1) sets out
procedures applicable upon acquisition of more than 30 percent of shares in an open JSC,
and (2) introduces detailed squeeze-out rules. The amendments came into force on July 1,
2006, with the exception of squeeze-out provisions in relation to companies that as of July
1, 2006, hold more than 95 percent of shares in an open JSC. The aforementioned
squeeze-out provisions came into force on August 12, 2006.92
The rule regulating acquisitions of 30 percent of shares applies only to open JSCs.93 It
applies to persons that acquire, by themselves or together with affiliated entities, more
than 30 percent of shares in an open JSC.94 While the 30 percent threshold and the rule
that affiliated entities be included when calculating whether this threshold has been
reached remain unchanged, the new law introduces a highly detailed procedure for issu-
ance of notices, and the requisite content of such notices.
* The 30 percent rule applies to all open JSCs, whereas previously it applied only to
companies with more than 1000 shareholders; 95
* The prospective purchaser can, although is not obliged to, make a public offer if it
is contemplating acquisition of more than 30 percent of the shares;96
* Once a purchaser has completed an acquisition of over 30 percent of shares in a
company, it must within thirty-five calendar days following the acquisition make an
offer to the remaining shareholders to buy their shares.97 The price of the shares is
to be equal to the six-month average weighted price of the shares on the Russian
stock exchange, or, if they are not traded, a price determined by an independent
valuator, but in either case the price offered may not be lower than the price at
which the purchaser acquired its shares.98 The timing is as follows: from seventy
to eighty days to accept the offer, up to fifteen days for transfer of the shares, and
up to fifteen days for payment.99
89. Resolution of the Government of Russia on Federal Body of Executive Power Responsible for Coordi-
nation of Activities of the Federal Bodies of Executive Power for Attracting into Economy of the Russian
Federation Direct Foreign Investments and for Accreditation of Branches of Foreign Legal Entities 1999,
No. 1419, 2, Sobranie Zakonodatelstva RF, No. 52.
90. Federal'nyi Zakon No. 208-FZ, Ros. gaz., Dec. 29, 1995.
91. Federal'nyi Zakon No. 7-FZ, No. 1, Ros. gaz., Jan. 11, 2006.
92. Federal'nyi Zakon [SZ RF], 2006, No. 157-FZ, No. 31 (pt. 1).
93. JSC Law, art. 84.1.
94. Id. at art. 84.1.
95. See id. at art. 80 (regarding previous wording).
96. Id. at art. 84.1(1).
97. Id. at art. 84.2(1).
98. Id. at art. 84.2(4).
99. Id. at art. 84.2 (2).
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" The notice must be made through the company, which is obliged to forward it to
the shareholders upon receipt. 100
" The notice must be accompanied by an irrevocable bank guarantee securing obli-
gations of the purchaser (or the prospective purchaser); 101
" If the company is listed, the purchaser/prospective purchaser must file a copy of
the notice with the FSFM (formerly known as the Federal Commission for Securi-
ties Market) and can notify the company upon expiry of the fifteen-day waiting
period during which the FSFM may require that the notice be amended; 0 2
" The shares sold must be free of any third party rights (such as a pledge or lien).103
A new mandatory offer must be made upon acquisition of 50 percent and 75 percent of
shares in the company. 0 4 Before the amendment, Article 80 of theJSC Law required that
new offers be made each time a further increment of 5 percent of ordinary shares is ac-
quired above 30 percent of such shares.
After the purchaser submits its offer to the company, the company's board of directors
considers the commercial terms, assesses the fairness of the offer, and comments on it as
necessary. Such comments are to be sent to all shareholders together with the offer to
buy. The company is obliged to forward the offer, whether voluntary or compulsory, to
all its shareholders within fifteen days of receiving it.105 Offers also must be published by
the purchaser in the mass media.106
Competing offers, if any, must be made at least twenty-five days before the deadline for
acceptance of the most recent previous offer.' 07 It is a requirement of competing offers
that the price stipulated therein must exceed that in the mandatory offer.108
The new law limits the powers of a board of directors with respect to a mandatory or
voluntary offer. Any actions involving the issuance of new shares, the disposal or acquisi-
tion of assets with value of more than 10 percent of the balance sheet value of the com-
pany's assets, the conversion of shares, related-party transactions, the acquisition of
treasury shares, or increase of management compensation, may only be decided by a
shareholders meeting.109
A. AcQUISMON OF MORE THAN 95 PERCENT OF SHARES AND SQUEEZE-OUT
RULES
A purchaser that alone or in conjunction with affiliated entities has acquired 95 percent
of the shares of a company must, within thirty-five days, offer to buy the remaining share-
holders' shares and securities convertible into shares."l 0 The offer price is the six-month
100. Id. at art. 84.3.
101. Id. at art. 84.1 (5).
102. Id. at art. 84.9 (1).
103. Id. at art. 84.3 (7).
104. Id. at art. 84.2 (7).
105. Id. at art. 84.3.
106. Id. at art. 84.3 (2).
107. Id. at art. 84.5 (1).
108. Id. at art. 84.5 (2).
109. Id. at art. 84.6 (1).
110. Id. at art. 84.7 (1).
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weighted average price of such securities traded on a Russian stock exchange or an amount
determined by an independent valuator, but in either case the offer price may not be lower
than (1) the price at which the purchaser acquired its shares or (2) the highest price at
which the purchaser acquired or undertook to acquire shares of the company following a
mandatory or voluntary offer.1"' Similarly, a purchaser that alone or in conjunction with
affiliated entities has acquired 95 percent of the shares of a company has the right to
require, within six months after expiry of a voluntary offer, that the remaining minority
shareholders sell their shares. 112 The price at which shares are to be sold will be deter-
mined by an independent valuator, but in any event the price at which such shares are sold
shall not be lower than (1) the price at which the shares were acquired under a mandatory
offer or voluntary offer or (2) the highest price at which the purchaser acquired or under-
took to acquire the shares of the company following a mandatory or voluntary offer.'3
A shareholder that disagrees with the valuation of the shares for purposes of a squeeze-
out has the right to seek damages in court, but the squeeze-out procedure is not subject to
postponement or suspension due to such an action." 4 No transactions involving the com-
pany's shares are allowed after the squeeze-out procedure has been initiated."H5 If there
are unidentified shareholders'16 or shareholders avoid squeeze-out, by not delivering nec-
essary papers to the company, for example, the price payable for the shares may be depos-
ited with a public notary.
It should be noted that for companies in which, as of July 1, 2006, there is already a 95
percent majority shareholder, the squeeze-out rules came into force on August 12, 2006,
concurrently with the law on mandatory insurance of valuators' professional liability.17
For transfers of securities in excess of the thresholds of 30 percent, 50 percent, and 75
percent, the securities must not be encumbered.I 8 The amended JSC Law provides that
this prohibition cannot be disregarded by mutual consent of the parties." 9 Only when the
threshold of 95 percent is exceeded can encumbered securities be transferred. 120 Until
such time as the relevant amendments on pledge are introduced into Russian legislation,
this last provision may potentially create grounds for abuse by minority shareholders of
their rights to transfer encumbered shares to the majority shareholder. Since enforcement
of a secured obligation is to be carried out through public auctioning of pledged shares,
the majority shareholder will be deprived of a leverage enabling it to set the end purchase
price of such pledged shares and new minority shareholders may appear as a result of such
public auctions.
Members of the board of directors of a company and/or its other executive bodies are
liable for losses incurred by the company or a shareholder as a consequence of guilty
111. Id. at art. 84.7 (6).
112. Id. at art. 84.8 (1).
113. Id. at art. 84.8 (4).
114. Id.
115. Id. at art. 84.8 (5).
116. Id. at art. 84.8 (7).
117. Federal Law on Amendments to the Federal Law "On Valuating Activities in the Russian Federation"
2006, No. 157-FZ, Ros. gaz., art.1, No. 166 (Russ.).
118. Id. art. 84.2(7).
119. Id. at art. 84.3(7).
120. Id. at art. 84.8(3).
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actions or omissions to act by such executive bodies in breach of the buy-out procedure
prescribed by the amended JSC Law in chapter XI.1.
VIII. Issues of Shareholder, Participant, and Director's Liability
Although both JSCs and LLCs are limited liability entities, the Russian Civil Code
provides that, in the event of insolvency (bankruptcy) of a legal entity, when the insol-
vency is caused by "persons which have the right to give mandatory instructions to this
legal entity" or by persons who "otherwise have the possibility to determine the actions of
a legal entity," then such individuals or legal entities may be held liable for the obligations
of that legal entity if its assets are insufficient. 12 1
The JSC Law, however, appears to considerably restrict the scope of this provision of
the Civil Code. The JSC Law imposes liability on directors and shareholders when they
"use their controlling right to direct the activities of the company knowing in advance that
such action would result in the company becoming insolvent or bankrupt."122 As a matter of
constitutional law, the Civil Code supersedes the JSC Law and it is not clear how these
two provisions would be applied in the event of a dispute.
In contrast, the LLC Law reiterates the provisions contained in the Civil Code. Both
the JSC Law and the LLC Law impose a general good faith and reasonableness standard
on directors. 123 Directors or members of the management board may also face criminal
liability for their actions resulting in the bankruptcy of the relevant company. 124 The
LLC Law imposes another potential obligation on LLC participants. In the event that
the value of in-kind contributions to the charter capital of an LLC is overstated, partici-
pants in such LLC are jointly and severally liable for the obligations of the LLC in the
amount equal to the overstated value of the assets for a period of three years from the date
of the state registration of the LLC.125
On balance, a directorship or a shareholding in a CJSC entails a lesser potential for
liability than a directorship or a participation in an LLC, although as a practical matter,
any such position may give rise to liability.
IX. Labor Law
A new Labor Code of the Russian Federation came into force on February 1, 2002, to
replace the Soviet Code of Labor Laws of 1971.126 The new Code has been claimed to be
a compromise between the interests of businesses and the interests of employees.
The Labor Code does not contain language expressly ruling out the choice of foreign
law in agreements of labor performed in the Russian Federation. However, the Code's
rules are effective in all the territory of the Russian Federation for all employers and
employees, both Russian and foreign.127 As a result, the Labor Code will supersede provi-
121. GK RF, art. 56(3); see discussion, "A Porous Corporate Veil?" in Bean, supra note 1.
122. JSC Law, arts. 3(3) and 6(3) (emphasis added).
123. Id. at art. 71(1); LLC Law, art. 44(1).
124. Ugolovniy Kodeks RF [UK] [Criminal Code], art. 169 (Russ.).
125. LLC Law, art. 15(2).
126. Kodeks Zakonov o Trude, Feb. 1, 2002 [hereinafter Labor Code RF].
127. Labor Code RF, art. 11.
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sions of a labor agreement which is not in compliance with the Russian Labor Code with-
out any regard for the choice of foreign law provision in the agreement.
Compared to the 1971 Code, the new Labor Code represents a more modern and de-
tailed piece of legislation. The Code's main chapters are devoted to: general catch-all
provisions of labor relations; 12 social partnership (collective bargaining); 129 employment
agreements; 30 work and rest time;13' pay;' 32 labor guarantees and compensation; 33 work
discipline; 134 employee training; 35 work safety; 136 and responsibility for damage to prop-
erty. 137 The Code also introduced special regulations for various employee categories
including: executive officers, 13s persons employed by private entrepreneurs, 139 home-
workers, 140 and employees of religious establishments.141
Unlike the old legislation, the Labor Code allows a company to discharge the com-
pany's chief executive officer and members of the executive committee at-any time, pro-
vided that compensation for early termination of employment is paid to the discharged
officer. 142 The amount of the compensation is negotiable, but it may not be less than
three times the discharged officer's monthly salary. 143
Another legislative enactment, the Federal Law on the Legal Status of Foreign Citizens
in the Russian Federation of 2002, contains provisions pertaining to work of foreign na-
tionals in Russia. 144 A foreign national may not be employed for work in Russia, unless
the foreign national has an individual work permit and the employer has permission to
hire foreign nationals for work in Russia. 145
X. Customs Legislation
On January 1, 2004, a new Customs Code of the Russian Federation came into force,
implementing the principles and recommendation of the Revised Kyoto Convention for
the Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures. 46 The Customs Code has
been approved by the WTO, which may be regarded as the fulfillment by Russia of one of
the WTO's membership requirements-liberalizing customs legislation.
128. Trudovoi Kodeks RF [TK] [Labor Code], § I (Russ.) [hereinafter TK RF].
129. Id. § II.
130. Id. § H.
131. Id. §§ V, V.
132. Id. § VI.
133. Id. § VII.
134. Id. § VIH.
135. Id. § IX.
136. Id. § X.
137. Id. § XI.
138. Id. at ch. 43 (Russ.).
139. Id. at ch. 48.
140. Id. at ch. 49.
141. Id. at ch. 54.
142. Id. at art. 278(2).
143. Id. at art. 279.
144. Federal Law on the Legal Status of Foreign Citizens in the Russian Federation 2002, No. 115-FZ, Ros.
gaz., art. 13, (last amended Dec. 29, 2006) (Russ.) [hereinafter Foreign Citizens Law].
145. Id. at art. 13(4).
146. Tamozhennyi Kodeks RF [TAK] [Customs Code] (Russ.) [hereinafter TMK].
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Unlike previous legislation, the Customs Code has direct application. 147 It absorbed
many customs-related regulations that were previously issued on the level of ministries
and agencies, and introduced detailed provisions on different customs procedures, includ-
ing such specific means of customs clearance as clearance of postal deliveries and of goods
transported via a pipeline. The core of the Customs Code is the idea of selectivity of
customs control, based on effective risk management.
Another important change brought about by the new Customs Code is its aim to accel-
erate customs procedures. In particular, goods can now be pre-declared for the purposes
of customs clearance (for example, a customs declaration for particular goods may be filed
before the goods have arrived in the territory of Russia). 148 The customs clearance itself
must be completed within three days after the applicant has filed its customs
declaration.149
Customs clearance of goods has been simplified. In certain cases, a simplified customs
declaration may be filed. 150 Although import customs duties must be paid before the
goods are cleared by customs, there is now no obligation to have the duties paid before the
customs declaration is filed.' 5' Unlike before, a customs declaration may be filed with any
customs administration competent to process the customs declaration, even if the declar-
ant is not registered with that customs administration. 152
Customs administrations have obtained the right to take measures necessary for the
protection of intellectual property rights. In particular, they may now suspend the cus-
toms clearance of goods that allegedly infringe upon a person's copyright or neighboring
rights, trademark, service mark, or appellation of geographic origin, based on that per-
son's application. 153 Decisions of customs officials may be appealed either to a higher
customs administration or in court. 54
XI. Tax Regime
Part I of the new Tax Code of the Russian Federation came into effect in 1999, and
deals largely with administrative and procedural rules.'55 Provisions of Part II of the Tax
Code, regarding excise taxes, VAT, personal income tax, and the unified social tax, came
into force in 2001, followed by the new profits tax and new mineral extraction tax provi-
sions of the Tax Code in 2002. In 2003, further amendments introduced a simplified
system of taxation, a single tax on imputed income, a new chapter on transport tax, and a
special tax regime for production sharing agreements in Russia. A new chapter on corpo-
rate property tax came into effect on January 2, 2004, replacing the former 1991 Corpo-
147. Id. at art. 3(2).
148. Id. at art. 130.
149. Id. at art. 152(1).
150. Id. at art. 68.
151. Id. at art. 329(1).
152. Id. at art. 125(1).
153. Id. at art. 393.
154. Id. at arts. 46(1), 47(1).
155. Nalogovyi Kodeks [NK RF] 1998, No. 146-FZ, pt. 1, available at www.ey.com/global/ger.nsf/Russia_E/
RussiaHomeE [hereinafter Tax Code].
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rate Property Tax Law.156 The property tax for individuals will be addressed in a new
chapter of the Tax Code still under review by the legislature.'5 7 A brief description of
some of the new taxation regimes follows below.
A. COMPANY PROPERTY TAX
Company Property Tax (CPT) is a regional tax that is regulated by both the Tax Code
and relevant statutes of the subjects of the Russian Federation. The CPT is paid by Rus-
sian registered companies and by foreign companies that have either permanent presence
or immovable property in the territory of the Russian Federation.158 The maximum tax
rate is 2.2 percent, which can be decreased by statutes of the subjects of the Russian Fed-
eration.15 9 The CPT is paid on the basis of quarterly advances, with adjustment at the end
of the financial year.' 60 The exact deadlines for payment of the tax and for making its
advance payments are determined by statutes of the subjects of the Russian Federation.
B. MINERAL EXTRACTION TAX
The mineral extraction tax (MET) is imposed on businesses that qualify as subsoil
users.' 61 The tax base is determined separately for each type of mineral resource ex-
tracted. 162 As a general principle, the tax base is calculated by taxpayers themselves as the
value at which the mineral was sold.' 63 The MET is payable monthly. 64 The rate of
taxation depends on the type of mineral. For example, the rate is 4 percent for coal, 6
percent for gold, 6.5 percent for other precious metals, 7.5 percent for mineral water, 8
percent for diamonds, 419 RUR for each ton of oil (as multiplied by a world oil prices
dynamic index and subsoil deterioration index), and 17.5 percent for gas condensate and
147 RUR for each 1000 cubic meters of natural gas.' 65
C. SYsTEM OF TAXATION APPLICABLE TO PRODUCT SHARING
Investors that extract minerals pursuant to production sharing agreements (PSAs) are
subject to a special taxation regime under Chapter 26.4 of the Tax Code. An investor
party to a PSA is subject to the sharing of extracted minerals according to the provisions
of the PSA and, depending on particular circumstances, may be subject to all or part of the
156. Federal Law on Addendum to Part H of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation and on Amendment
and Addendum to Article 20 of the Russian Federation Law "On the Basics of the Russian Federation Tax
System," and also on Abrogation of Acts of Russian Federation Legislation as Concerns Taxes and Levies,
Nov. 11, 2003, 139-FZ, Ros. gaz., Nov. 18, 2003, #234 (last amended July 29, 2004) (Russ.).
157. According to Ministry of Finance press releases, the Tax Code chapter on property tax for individuals
will not pass into law before 2008. See http://www.urbaneconomincs.ru/news.php?folder-id=109&mat_id=
3875 (last visited Sept, 28, 2006).
158. Tax Code, art. 373(1).
159. Id. at art. 380(1).
160. Id. at art. 383.
161. Id. at art. 334.
162. Id. at art. 338(1).
163. Id. at art. 338(2).
164. Id. at art. 344.
165. Id. at art. 342.
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following federal taxes and levies: VAT, corporate profits tax, unified social tax, MET,
natural resource use payments, contamination payments, water use payments, state duty,
customs duties, land use tax, and excise tax (excluding excise applicable to minerals). In
addition, an investor under a PSA can also be exempted from regional and local taxes on
the basis of a decision of the relevant regional and local authority.
XII. Bankruptcy (Insolvency) Law
A new Federal Law on Insolvency (Bankruptcy) came into force on November 28, 2002,
replacing the old 1998 Insolvency Law. 166 The Law applies to all commercial and not-
for-profit organizations, including foreign-owned organizations.167 The Law does not ap-
ply to certain government-owned enterprises and organizations, religious establishments,
or political parties. 168
According to the 2002 Law, insolvency proceedings can be initiated against a debtor
subject to the following conditions: (1) the debtor is at least three months in arrears;169 (2)
the value of the property owned by the debtor exceeds the amount of the debt (this crite-
rion applies onlyto natural persons);170 (3) the amount of all claims against the debtor is at
least 100,000 RUR (approximately US$3,800 as of July 28, 2006) for legal entity debtors
or 10,000 RUR (approximately $380 as of July 28, 2006) for natural person debtors;' 7' (4)
the genuineness of the claim is formally acknowledged by a court (for private debt) or an
authorized administrative body (for public debt); 172 and (5) at least thirty days have passed
after the claim went to court judgment enforcement authorities (for private debt) or after
an authorized administrative body's decision on the recovery against the debtor's property
has been made (for public debt). 73
All major decisions in the course of insolvency procedures are taken at the meeting of
creditors.174 The organization of the creditors' meeting is handled by an arbitrazh (insol-
vency) manager appointed by court.' 75 An arbitrazh manager's performance is overseen
by a committee of creditors elected at the meeting of creditors. 76
The Law provides for five insolvency procedures: supervision, financial rehabilitation,
external management, bankruptcy estate liquidation, and composition agreement. Natu-
ral persons are subject only to the two last insolvency procedures.
During supervision, a debtor entity may not take some major decisions, including reor-
ganization, investment in equity securities, and establishment of branch offices, and some
decisions it may take only upon approval of the arbitrazh manager, such as decisions to
166. Federal'nyi Zakon 2002, No. 127-FZ.
167. Federal Law on Insolvency (Bankruptcy) 2006, No. 127-FZ, Ros. gaz., art. 1(2) (last amended Dec. 18,
2006) (Russ.) [hereinafter Bankruptcy Law].
168. Id. at art. 1(2).
169. Id. at art. 3.
170. Id. at art. 3(1).
171. Id. at art. 6(2).
172. Id. at art. 6(3).
173. Id. at art. 7(2).
174. Id. at art. 12(2).
175. Id. at art. 12(1).
176. Id. at art. 17(1).
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make loans, issue guarantees, or conduct transactions involving more than 5 percent of the
debtor's assets. 177
Financial rehabilitation applies when the debtor's shareholders or third parties step up
to provide financial backing to the debtor. 78 The most important decisions require prior
approval of the creditors and persons or entities providing such financial backing. 179
The debtor's management does not leave their seats until after the procedure of exter-
nal management. 8 0 Upon the introduction of external management, all powers to man-
age the company go to the arbitrazh manager.' 8 In addition, all of the debtor's monetary
obligations that were due before the introduction of external management become subject
to a moratorium. 8 2
The disposition of the debtor's assets and the final liquidation of the debtor entity are
handled through the procedure of bankruptcy estate liquidation. 8 3 Creditor claims are
prioritized in three categories: (1) claims of liability for personal injuries; (2) claims of
payment for labor and for copyright works; and (3) other claims.' 84 Current claims, such
as judicial costs, remuneration to the arbitrazh manager, and labor payment arrears after
the proclamation of bankruptcy, are satisfied before the claims of any of the priority cate-
gories.18s Claims secured by pledge or mortgage are satisfied before the other claims of
the applicable category. 8 6
The creditors may terminate an insolvency proceeding by entering into a composition
agreement at any time after the first meeting of the creditors has been held.18 7 The com-
position agreement must address the procedure and time periods for satisfying the credi-
tors' claims by the debtor.'88
XIII. Status of Foreign Nongovernmental Organizations
The Russian Federal Law on Non-Profit Organizations, No. 7-FZ ofJanuary 12, 1996,
was amended as of April 2006 to implement a new mandatory registration procedure with
the state corporate registration chamber for branches of foreign nongovernmental organi-
zations (NGO) operating in Russia. 189 The stated purposes of the amendments were to
control the foreign funding of political activities in Russia, fight terrorism and money
laundering, and prevent the personal use of NGO funds. 19° The amendments were con-
troversial and foreign NGOs expressed fears of discriminatory treatment by bureaucrats.
177. Id. at arts. 64(2), 64(3).
178. Id. at art. 79.
179. Id. at art. 82(3).
180. Id. at art. 94(1).
181. Id. at art. 96.
182. Id. at art. 95.
183. Id. at art. 2.
184. Id. at art. 134(4).
185. Id.
186. Id. at art. 134(4).
187. Id. at art. 150(1).
188. Id. at art. 156(1).
189. Federal Law on Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation 2006, No. 18-FZ,
Ros. gaz., art. 3, No. 18-FZ, Ros. gaz., No. 6.
190. Federal Law on Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation 2006, No. 18-FZ,
Ros. gaz., art. 3, No. 6.
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So far, although registration of these branches has been slow at first, there have been no
troublesome instances of foreign NGOs being refused registration-even those involved
in human rights and civil liberties projects.
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